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Q: What is the precedence of unit tests in functions? What would be the
preference of writing a unit test for a function that returns a function for the
following situations: A function that returns a function which returns another

function. A function that returns a function which returns itself. A function that
returns another function which returns itself. Having full unit tests applied to
the functions is not a concern here. A: I like to follow this general rule in my
tests: A test for code outside of the class should be a test, not a unit test. A

test for code inside the class should be a unit test, not a test. Applying this to
the case at hand, the class under test is the outermost function. So the test

should be a test of the class, not a unit test. On the other hand, the innermost
functions are the first and second-to-last use cases of an algorithm with

associated unit tests, so they should be unit tests. It's all a matter of
convention. Q: How to get a unique entity when using optimistic concurrency
in the database? I'm using Entity Framework 5 and the latest version of the
database provider. I created a simple entity called 'Task' and an entity that

contains that entity. public class Task { public int Id { get; set; } public string
Name { get; set; } public DateTime StartedAt { get; set; } public bool

IsComplete { get; set; } public DateTime? EndDate { get; set; }
[ForeignKey("MarkerId")] public virtual Marker Marker { get; set; } } public

class Marker { public int Id { get; set; } public string Name { get; set; } public
DateTime CreatedAt { get; set; } [ForeignKey("CreateUserId")] public virtual
CreateUser CreateUser { get; set; } } public class CreateUser { public int Id {

get; set; } public string Username { get; set; } public DateTime
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